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The dissolution of hectorite: In-situ, real-time observations using atomic force microscopy
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ABSTRACT
The dissolution of individual hectorite (a trioctahedral smectite) particles has been observed at
molecular scales in acidic aqueous solution with atomic force microscopy (AFM). A new sample
preparation technique was used to attach nanometer-sized hectorite particles to a mica substrate. The
reactive surface area of individual hectorite particles was identified and its change during a dissolution experiment was quantified. The dissolution of hectorite under pH 2 conditions takes place exclusively at the edge surfaces. In contrast, the basal surface is completely unreactive within the
investigated time scale of several hours. The short edges of the hectorite laths were found to react
somewhat more quickly than the long edges. The edge surface area represents 1.5–3.3% of the total
surface area. The total surface area has been determined from the actual particle dimensions derived
from AFM data to be 730 m2/g. The dissolution rate normalized to the reactive edge surface area
(ESA) has been determined to be 7.3 × 10–9 mol hectorite/(m2-s), which represents a total surface
area (TSA) normalized dissolution rate of 1.9 × 10–10 mol hectorite/(m2-s). The ESA/TSA ratio increases by about 15% within 1 h exposure to a pH 2 aqueous solution at 22 °C.

INTRODUCTION
Modeling the cycling of major elements in surficial environments requires an estimation of clay mineral weathering
rates. Dissolution rates of all silicate minerals are usually derived from macroscopic wet chemical data from laboratory
experiments or field observations. Unfortunately these data do
not directly provide clay dissolution mechanisms.
Insight can be gained regarding surface-reaction controlled
dissolution processes, of which clay dissolution is an example,
by considering the concentration of specific surface functional
groups (Furrer and Stumm 1986). Their detachment is the ratelimiting step of the overall dissolution reaction. However, the
distribution of these surface functional groups is not necessarily homogeneous across the entire surface area of a mineral
particle. Sheet silicates, like clays, are strongly anisotropic in
their response to dissolution reactions. The most reactive surface sites are distributed unevenly between the basal (001) and
edge surfaces (hk0). Therefore, characterization of the reactive
surface area is crucial for a complete understanding of
phyllosilicate dissolution rates. The reactive surface area of clay
minerals has been determined by various adsorption techniques
(Sposito 1984) and atomic force microscopy (AFM), where
clay particles were imaged ex-situ in air (e.g., Blum 1994; Nagy
1994; and references therein). However, direct observation of
clay particle dissolution at the molecular scale in real-time and
in-situ has never been achieved before, although crystal growth
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and dissolution processes on carbonate minerals (calcite: e.g.,
Hillner et al. 1992; Dove and Hochella 1993; Liang and Baer
1997) and sulfate minerals (gypsum: e.g., Bosbach et al. 1996;
barite: e.g., Bosbach et al. 1998) have been studied with AFM.
For the latter, relatively large single crystals, several millimeters in size, can be obtained. In contrast, clay particles are much
smaller and attaching such tiny particles to a substrate exposed
to water without contaminating the adjacent fluid with the adhesive or obscuring the clay particles themselves has been challenging until recently (Bickmore et al. 1999a). We present here
for the first time AFM real-time, in-situ observations of dissolving clay particles under strongly acidic conditions at room
temperature (22 ± 2 °C).
Hectorite, a trioctahedral smectite containing Mg and Li as
the octahedral cations, Na0.7(Mg5.3Li0.7)Si8O20(OH)4 (with unitcell parameter: a = 5.28 Å, b = 9.09 Å, c = 9.77 Å, Oberlin and
Mering 1966) was chosen because it has a small mean particle
size and a high specific surface area of 114 m2/g (Schlegel et
al. 1999). Other typical smectites such as montmorillonite have
a specific surface area of about 20 m2/g (Sposito 1984). The
edge surface area/total surface area ratio (ESA/TSA) of the
hectorite is about 0.03–0.05, which is smaller compared to kaolinite with a ESA/TSA of 0.17–0.18 and a specific surface
area of up to 22.4 m2/g (Sutheimer et al. 1999). We used AFM
observations to characterize the reactivity and to quantify the
relative contribution of various crystallographic surfaces of
individual hectorite particles to the macroscopic dissolution rate.
Determination of reactive surface area at a molecular scale and
derivation of dissolution rates are combined in one experiment.
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